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Minerallzatlon 

Diyeminated to nebtexture pyrrhotite with lesser pyrite and chalcopyrite is quite 
Common in these ultramafic rocks. However3xposures or semimasslve to massive 
Sulbhides were observed on the Fairy Mainmd Granite Creek Main logging roads. Th 
lattkr was the more impressive of the two, comprising a several metre-wide outcrop Of 

massive pyrhotite with cm-size blebs of chalcopyrite; the true extent of this 
mineralization was not exposed. This mineralization was documented by R08ko 
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Ltd. during their exploration in the 1970s. They interpreted the sulphides to 
owever, given their close association to the aforementioned cumulate 

precludes the eristena nf a PGF-hmring reef in the area, In fact, during fhE! 1980S 
prospector Matti Tavela discovered Several pieces of mineralized float in the area 
between Fairy and Granite Creeks, several kilometres to the southwest of the massive 
pyrrhotite o ~ u r r e n ~ 8 8 .  Two of these samples graded,0.5% Ni, 0.6% c u ,  0.07-0.1 '/o C O  
and '20OPDb Pd. A third sample graded 0 66Yo N, 0.25% Cu, 0.07% GO, 75ppb Pt and 
520ppb Pd. Follow-up prospecting by Mr Pearson confirmed the presence of the 
mineralized float, 
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MK. Pearno? hes extensively sqmpleb-IFTis belt of ultrarnafic rocks and has returned 
mqnY 
d W m e n t 4  the gsefulness of QilPd ratios as a prospecting tool for reef-style PGE 
mfpem1izatiQn within ultramafic rocks. These authors suggest that CulPd ratios &).Q2wH 
than 1,000 \O 10,00O+(i.e. mantle composition) suggest that the rocks are relatively PGE- 
d&$lkkd and therefore enrichments of these metals Fay occur at depth.  UltramafiC 
m p l e x e s  such as those abo 
Complex in Australia show th  the ore-grade PGE reefs. 
P-ation of th earson M a t e  that the Cu/Pd 
ratios for the peridotites in this area offen exceed 15,000 and l0C-d~ exceed 50,000. 
Using the PGE reefllayered intrusive model, this would indicate that the exposed 
pdridotites are relatively PGE-depleted and that PGE enrichments may exist at depth. 

in BXc6ss of.sweral hundred ppb Pt+Pd, Several researchers have 

Reef in South Africa or the Munni Munni 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

The identification of previously unknown cumulate ultramafic rocks is in itself quite an 
@ing development from a e e r a l  exploration point of view given their Close 

association with Ni-PGE deposits. However, the discovery of these rocks and their 
extensive occurrence along with the Occurrence of known massive sulphides, 
m h w a l b d  float enriched in Nil Cu, Co, Pt and Pd, and t h e  apparent existence of PGE- 
depleted rocks would suggest that this geological environment is highly prospec u e  for 
W P G E  mlneraliration. This i3 potentially an Idpprecedented discdcvew for Vancouver 
Wand and possibly even for all of British Columbia. 

This area is largely unstaked at this  time. Mr. Peatson does hold a number of mineral 
dsims in the area, but does not have the resources to stake all or even large portions of 



Myra Falls Operations 

the:roughly 250km' area discussed above, We recently reeived an estimate from R o  
Minerals Limited (Mineral Exploration and Development) of Vancouver for a staking 
program that would cover the entire area of interest. This would involve staking of 

tely 540 units via logging roads and helicopter for a total cost of approximately 
cluding mob-demob, recording Costs and heli 

plus likely standby costs, a total cost of ar 

geochemical sampling would be necessary following the securing of 
could be done for approximately $50-6U,OOO for a total c a t  of aroun 

follow-up work, this property could quite possibly 

A modest initial field program of reconnaissance geolog 

we not wish to 
interested party for considerably more than our modest investment or could be further 
explored under a joint venture agreement. Mr. Pearson has requested the esteblkhment 
of a joint staking agreement between &)tiden and himself to secure this highly 
prdspeetive ground QS soon as possible 

It is my opinion that this property is worthy of serious consideration for further work. 
I-!owever, securing the claims has to be the ftnt step as exploration activib in the 
arga would $urely attract attention from other partiesq Given the geological evidence that 
already exists as well as the strategic and economically favourable nature of PGES now 
and in the future, I would highly recommend that 5oliden act with Mr. Pearson to secure 
!hk ground land develop the property as soon as possible. 


